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A mackerel sky is a common term for a sky with rows of cirrocumulus or altocumulus clouds
displaying an undulating, rippling pattern similar in appearance to.Following some bad
weather recently, I saw the beautiful 'mackerel sky' above. A mackerel sky can be used to
forecast weather, but it is at the.Mackerel sky (ger: Schaefchenwolken; fr: nuages
moutonneux) is a popular term for a sky covered with extensive cirrocumulus or altocumulus
clouds arranged.Here's a fish story that actually holds up -- as long as you keep a tight rein on
the details. A mackerel sky, known in Germany and France as sheep clouds.'Mackerel sky'
refers to a state of sky with extensive clouds that look like fish scales in a bright day. These
clouds are small and white, and.Mackerel sky definition: a sky patterned with cirrocumulus or
small altocumulus clouds Meaning, pronunciation, translations and examples.Mackerel sky
definition, an extensive group of cirrocumulus or altocumulus clouds, especially when
well-marked in their arrangement: so called because of a.The clouds are called Altocumulus
and there are various weather sayings associated with a mackerel sky: 'Mackerel sky, mackerel
sky - never.Mackerel sky definition is - a sky covered with rows of altocumulus or
cirrocumulus clouds resembling the patterns on a mackerel's back.Noun[edit]. mackerel sky
(plural mackerel skies). A sky filled with a regular pattern of altocumulus clouds somewhat
resembling the skin of a mackerel.Mackerel Sky refers to a sky covered with the altocumulus
or cirrocumulus clouds . Mackerel Sky is also known as buttermilk sky. Usually, it indicates
the transient.Word(s) of the day: "mackerel sky" - a sky dappled & rippled with clouds such
that it First "mackerel sky" image is by Derek Harper via the ever-excellent.During filming on
Monday I noticed a pattern in the clouds called a Mackerel Sky which resembles the scales of
a fish. There is an old rhyme.Handpicked by Classic Cottages, Mackerel Sky Is a superbly
equipped 1 bedroom, rural cottage near the beach near Sennen, West Cornwall. Linen And
towels.See what the visitors have To say about Mackerel Sky In their own words, good Or
bad, In our unedited cottage reviews In Cornwall, Far West.Drama Mackerel Sky Poster .
Episode Heartbeat: Mackerel Sky () - Graham Poulton; Episode Heartbeat: Hello, Goodbye ()
- Steve.We aren't the cool kids in school. We get on with the job of making brilliant complex
high-impact projects happen. We are a team of experts who work in.Mackerel Sky - Boutique
style first floor apartment with sea glimpses in Mounts Bay. 5 mins from the beach. Walk to
pubs, restaurants, shops in Marazion resort.Mackerel Sky, Penzance Picture: Mackerel Sky
Delight - Check out TripAdvisor members' candid photos and videos of Mackerel Sky.Red sky
in the morning, shepherd's warning" first appears in the Bible in the . Mackerel sky and mare's
tails make tall ships carry low sails.
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